A complete classification of stable homotopy types of complex and quaternionic stunted projective spaces, denoted by CPnk and QPnk respectively, is obtained. The necessary conditions for such equivalences are found using Ä-theory and various characteristic classes introduced originally by J. F. Adams. As a by-product one finds the /-orders of the Hopf bundles over CP" and QP" respectively. The algebraic part is rather involved. Finally a homotopy theoretical argument yields the constructions of such homotopy equivalences as are allowed by the fulfillment of the necessary conditions.
1. Introduction. The results of this paper were announced in [9] . Let FP" be the projective space of dimension n over F, where F is either the field of complex numbers C or the quaternions Q. We have the natural cofibrations Fpm-\ _> Fpn _> Fpn for m < n.
Let £ denote the Hopf bundle over FP". It is well known that the stunted projective space FPkn+k can be identified with the Thom space of ki over FP" which we denote by (FP")ki.
In this paper we study the stable homotopy type of stunted projective spaces FPkn+k for F = C and F = Q and obtain a complete classification. This classification is given in terms of the 7-orders of the Hopf bundles. We denote by An the 7-order of the Hopf bundle over CP" and by Bn the 7-order of the quaternion Hopf bundle over QP". With this notation the classification can be stated as follows: (ii) k -l m 0(B"_X) andk + l= 0(B").
The apparent difference between the two statements is due to the fact that the family of stunted complex projective spaces is closed under S-duality while the family of stunted quaternionic projective spaces is not. Note that conditions (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 1.1 correspond under 5-duality.
In [6] we have proven that the conditions in Theorem 1.1 are necessary and have completed the classification for n odd by observing that An -An_x for that case. This paper thus completes and extends [6] . We also give a proof of the result of F. Sigrist and U. Sutter [15] on the number A".
Let vp(m) be the largest integer for which p"^m' divides m. The result is In [6] we used the fact, proven by Adams and Walker [3] , that An -Mn+X, the Atiyah-Todd number. In this paper we shall also give a short proof of that fact.
The classification is accomplished in two steps. First, similar to what was done in [6] , certain necessary conditions are obtained. This is achieved by using certain characteristic classes and the following simple proposition: is commutative and both f* andf are invertible transformations.
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Here KF may stand for real (F -0), complex (F = U), or sympletic (F = Sp) reduced A-theory and the Chern character is interpreted in the appropriate way.
Once the necessary conditions are obtained their sufficiency is established by constructing the desired homotopy equivalences. The low-dimensional cases present some anomalies and must be treated separately.
As corollaries we also obtain the representations
where S(X) is the group of stable homotopy equivalences of A and F = C or Q.
2. Characteristic classes. Let $ be a vector bundle over A. We say that | is AF-orientable if there exists an isomorphism KF(X) -*+ AF(A*). A choice of one such isomorphism is a AF-orientation. To simplify our exposition we shall say, unless otherwise stated, that £ is AO-orientable if £ has a Spin(8«)-structure and that £ is At/-orientable if £ has a t/(n)-structure.
Let UH and UF denote the Thom classes for integral cohomology H* and AF-theory respectively. Adams in [2] defines a class 6A(£) G H*(X; Q) by chUF = U" U bh(i) where the character is taken after complexification if KO is the theory in question. Adams also defines classes pfc(£) (these are due to Bott [5] ) by tfuF=uFpk(t).
If £ and Tj are vector bundles which are 7-equivalent then their classes bh and pk satisfy (2.1) 6A(£) = 6A(rj)cA(l + x), (2-2) P*(*)V0i)**(l+*)/(l+*)
for some element x E KF(X), and all k. The equality (2.2) denoted by *=* means that the two sides may differ by a factor kr for some r. The solution of the Adams conjecture by Adams [1] and Quillen [13] establishes (2.2) as a necessary and sufficient condition for two real vector bundles to be 7-equivalent.
In special cases conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are equivalent. Let F = O or U.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose KF(X) has no torsion. If £, and £2 <*re KForientable vector bundles and if there exists a class x E KF(X) such that bh(£x) = bh(£2)ch(\ + x), then for all integers k ¥= I, we have: pk(£x) =k p%)*k(l + x)/(l + x).
Proof. Recall the definition of $k: Hev(X; Q) -> Hew(X; Q) by $k(u) = kl'2dimuu. Then because of the hypothesis, we have chtpk = \$kch.
Let | be a ATF-orientable bundle of real dimension 2«. Then chtfuf -$kchU{ = $k(U? ■ bh(0) = knUèH$k(bh(Î)).
Also chtfuf = ch(Uf'pk(Z)) = U? • bh(t)chpk(i).
Hence kn$k(bh(t)) = bh(i)chpk(i).
Now consider ^A-orientable bundles £, and £2 of dimensions 2«, and 2«2 respectively. We have
and kn>ïk(bh(Zx)) = k"^k(bh(ï2)ch(\ + x)) (ii) = kn>-n*bh(Z2)chok(Z2)$kch(\ + x). Note that the condition that KF(X) be torsion free in (2.3) is not necessary. It would suffice to ask that under some canonical splitting (e.g. filtration) p (£, ) lie in the part of KF(X), on which cA is a monomorphism.
When dealing with spaces whose KF-iheory is torsion free it is convenient to extend the character monomorphism cA: KF(X) -» H*(X; Q) to KF(X) ® Q. The resulting homomorphism is an isomorphism onto Hew(X; Q) when F = U and onto 2/ H4'(X; Q) when F = 0. The inverse of this isomorphism will be denoted by cA-1.
We introduce now a new characteristic class AA(|) E KF(X) ® Q as follows:
This definition makes sense since 5A(£) is an element in the multiplicative group 1 + (AF(A) ® Q). Note that Bh (just as p*) is multiplicative, i.e. Bh(i + tj) = a5A(£)5A(rj) and since some multiple of any F-bundle is AForientable we can extend Bh over all of KF(X) defining 5A(£) = [5A(w£)] .
Applying the character to both sides of the defining relation for BA(£) we find that (2.5)
The following are useful corollaries of Proposition 2.3.
Corollary 2.6. If KO(X) is torsion free then the KO-oriented bundles £, and £2 are J-equivalent if and only if there exists x E KO(X) such that bh(ix) = 6A(£2)cA(l + x), i.e. Bh(ix) = (1 + x)5A(£2).
In particular, if £2 is the trivial bundle then ¿>A(£2) = 1 and we obtain Another formulation of (2.7) is Corollary 2.8. IfKO(X) is torsion free, then a bundle £ is J-trivial if and only if U^1 is in the image of the Chern character.
We should point out that the "integrality" of 5A(£) will not be used directly to compute the 7-order of the Hopf bundle. The usefulness of the condition on ¿?A(£) will become apparent in the classification of stunted projective spaces.
We now turn our attention to the cannibalistic classes pk. Let £ be a AForientable vector bundle of real dimension In. Consider the Chern character ofp*(£).
Since cA(í/V(£)) = UHbh(Z)chpk(í), we obtain chpk(t) = kn$kbh(i)/bh(i).
In particular, if AF(A) is torsion free then (2.9) pk(t) = kni,kBh(i)/Bh(ü). Proof. It suffices to prove that if z g KF(X) and pz E KF(X) then $p(l + z)/(l + z) is not integral. We can also assume that z + x, where x E KF(X) ® Q is of higher filtration than z, is not integral for any such x.
First consider the case F = U. Since z E KU(X) ® Q it has filtration ¿ > 1. Now tpp preserves filtration and tppz = pkz + a where a is an element of higher filtration. We have i^(l +z)/(l +z) = (1 +/z + a)(l -z + z2-) = \ +(pk -l)z + elts of higher filtration and this shows that 1^(1 + z)/(l + z) is not integral, as was claimed. The case F = O follows by the same argument since when KO(X) is torsion free the formula for t}/pz still holds with ¿ = (filtration of cz) > 1.
3. The /-order of the Hopf bundles. Let QP00 and QP" denote the infiniteand «-dimensional projective spaces over the quaternions. Let | denote the Hopf bundle over QP00 as well as its restrictions to QP" C QP1*.
Recall (e.g. [14] ) that KU(QP") = Z[/x]/(y+1) where /x = £ -2 and c: KO(QP") -* KU(QP") is a monomorphism whose image is the subring generated by 2¡i and ¡i2. The complexification of the real vector bundle £ is 2jti + 4. The ring KU(QP°°) can be thought of as the ring of power series in ¡i, and A0(QF°°) as the corresponding subring generated by 2/t and ¡i2.
We choose y E //4(QF°°,Z) so that \,y,y ,... gives a basis for /7*(QP°°) and H*(QPn) in such a way that;' E H4(QP") is the characteristic class of the normal bundle of the natural inclusion QP" C QFn+1 i.e. the Hopf bundle £ over QP". We denote by.y the fundamental class in H*(QP°°) as well as its restrictions to H*(QP"). Identifying fi*(QPk") with ker/* we obtain the basis yk,yk+x,..., y" for H*(QPk") and similarly /,..., n" as basis for KU(QPk"). Note that A, ja' with A, = 1 if t is even and A, = 2 if / is odd give a basis for cKO(QPk").
We also have the identification QPkm+k =s (QPm)ki and a basis for H*(QPkm+k) via the Thom isomorphism. One easily checks that, with our choice of y, these two bases coincide. The same holds true for KU(QBKm+k). Also for KO(QPkm+k) whenever k is even.
Note that Uk\ = /, Uk\ = ¡ik = cí/¿ for A: even. Since c_1cA_1 U¿ = Uk°( ■ Bh0(-k£) and cA_1 uß = Lg-Bh^-kÇ), we see that c5A0(-A:£) = Bhv(-ki).
In what follows we shall identify KO(QP") with its complexification and consider it a subring of KU(QP"). Note that KO(QP") ® ß -^ KU(QP") ® Ô is an isomorphism. With this convention, 5A0(£) = Bhy(l-), and we will denote it simply by 5A(£). Proof. Proposition (2.5) shows that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Proposition (2.12) shows that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Now from (2.9), we have (1) pp(2£)=p4VBh(2£)/Bh(2£).
Also ¥u^ = u2%-pp(ia hence pp(2£) = fU^/U^ and identifying pp(2£) with its image in KU(QP"), we have
From (1) and (2) we obtain yBh(2£)/Bh(2t) = (.¿VA)2
and hence (note that k must be even) rBh(k£)/Bh(k£) = (Vß/p2P-)k;
thus (iii) and (iv) are equivalent and (3.1) follows.
In [7] we gave the following explicit formula for tpp in QP™ :
We now will show the following: Proposition 3.3. Let /t = £ -2 denote the generator in ATi/(QP°°).
TAen ¡¡¿¡i/fi = 4 + p and for p odd VW/p « (p\ + ¿p-v'2)2
where X E 1 + KU(QP°°).
Proof. We begin by showing that tpp(ji)/¡x is a square whenever p is odd. Consider the standard fibration ir: CP00 -» QP00. Then ir*p = £ + £-1 -2 where | is the Hopf bundle over C P00 and *Vfo)-|' + r'-2-(€'-l)2/6'.
Since 7T* is a monomorphism we find i>p(p) by expressing xp + x~p -2 as a polynomial in x + x_1 -2 and setting /n = x + x_1 -2. Now a + a~ -2 is a root of that polynomial, whenever a is a root of xp -1. The roots of xp -1 are e2ms^p for 0 < j < p -1 and so the roots of \ppin) as a polynomial in p. are e2"s/p + e2viip~s)/p -2. Up is odd, one of the roots (s = 0) is zero and all others are double roots. Thus ipp(fi) = /t[/?(¿i)] and R(¡i) is an integral polynomial since \ppQi)/n is. It follows from (3.2) that the coefficient of Hm in [R(n)]2 for m < (p + l)/2 is divisible by p2 and so R((i) = p\ + ¡iip~x^2 as was claimed. The formula for \¡/2(fi)/¡x is also contained in (3.2).
We are now ready to prove: Proof. By Stiefel-Whitney class consideration Bn is even, so that we may apply (3.1). Therefore it suffices to prove that Bn is the least integer s for which (3.5) OKm/VV)* 6 1 + KO(QP"), for all primes p. We need a lemma on divisibility of binomial coefficients.
Lemma 3.6. Letp be aprime and suppose pJ divides (j)for all 1 < / < q. Then vp{s)-vp{j) = vp{))for\ <j<q.
Assuming (3.6) for the moment, consider the case p = 2. Then we need to see that (i^/i/p2/*) = (1 + nMY lies in 1 + KO(QP"). This requires that 22j divide (j) if/ is even, and 22j+x divide (j) if/ is odd, for all 1 </ < «. Applying (3.6) we obtain p2(s) -p2(j) > 2/ if/ is even and v2(s) > 2/ + 1 if j is odd. Thus the expression for P2iBn). Now consider the casep odd. Then, by (3.3) we obtain that (3.5) is given as follows iVfi/p2nY -(A + p-V(p_1)/2)2i, X G 1 + KU(QPn). and we have vp(sq) = ¡j,(j). This ends the proof of (3.6). Note that K. Y. Lam in [12] used a similar number-theoretical argument to obtain the Atiyah-Todd number Mn+X, which was proven by Adams and Walker in [3] to be the /-order of the Hopf bundle over CP". We offer here another proof of this fact. Proof. Recall from [4] that the Atiyah-Todd number Mn+X was defined as the least number j such that the power series: Also chß = ex -1, so that cA-1(jc) = In (1 + /?).
Since 4£ is AO-orientable over CP" and a2 G AO(C^n+4), is its Thorn class, we have On the other hand p*(4£) = ^k(a2)/a2. Now, in CP"+4, if a = k2a + • • • + at«/2]+2 + ea(«+5)/2 with p0Ssibiy £ # 0 when " = i (4). Therefore /(a2) = A:4a2 + • • • + aa^2^2 and p*(4£) as well as p*(4m£) have only terms a¡a' for i < (n + l)/2. Since this is a "canonical" torsion free summand of AO(CF"), by the note after Corollary 2.5 it suffices that PA(4w£) be integral for 4w£ to be 7-trivial. Since c: a -* ß2 -ß3 H-has leading coefficient 1 it indeed suffices that c5A(4m£) be integral and since 1 + ß is invertible in 1 + KU(CP") the claim follows. We shall also use the fact that /' must preserve both KO(QPr')and KSp(QPr') embedded in KU(QPr'). This fact implies that k = 1(2) for a possible equivalence. Here the groups are as defined in §3 and we will continue to use the notation there introduced. First observe that f* can be thought of as a diagonal (« + 1) x (n + 1) matrix (£0,e,,... ,e") with e, = ±1. Since each of the spaces in question admits a self-equivalence which induces the matrix (-1,-1,. ..,-1) in cohomology, the matrices (e,) and (-«,) can be thought of as equivalent.
Since cA is a rational isomorphism, f: KU(QPk"+k) ® Q ^> KU(QPt"+!) ® Qis uniquely determined by/* ; namely/' = ch~xf*ch. Thus/' is, in some sense, an adjoint of/*. Since/' must be integral we obtain restrictions on the possible homomorphisms/*.
Let us compute /! on ¡ik when /* is the identity matrix I. We have f'(nk) = ch~xIchiik. Recall that ¡xk = i£, hence ch¡ik = U^bh^kZ). Now f* being the "identity" replaces Uk" by U¡¡? and so /V) = ch-x(u»bh(H)).
We have, by (2.5) and (2.6),
From KU considerations alone, we conclude that Bhc((k -/)£) must be integral.
We now determine the class PAC(£) as a power series. Recall that chp, = ex + e~x -2, with y = x2. Thus ch¡i=y + 2y2/4\ + 2y3/6\ + •■• . Our next aim is to prove that, save multiplication by -/, the only possible matrices which can occur as/* are (1,1,..., 1) and (-1,1,1,. .., 1). Since an equivalence/can always be made cellular, it suffices to prove our assertion for 3x3 matrices, i.e. for possible equivalences between Thom spaces over QP2.
To this end we first prove:
Lemma 4.2. Let f: QP,I+l -» QPkk+l be a stable homotopy equivalence such thatf* = (-1,1) . TAe« ¿ + / = 0 (24).
Proof. As before, we compute f(pk). We have /V* = ch~lf*chixk = ch-lf*(UkHtbh(k¿)). Proof. It suffices to rule out the possibilities (1,-1,1) and (1,1,-1) for/*. We assume that/is cellular. By restriction to/, : QP/+1 -* QPkk+l we find, in the case (1,-1,1) , that k + I = 0 (24). On the other hand, we also have an equivalence on the coskeleta: /2: Qfl|{2 -> Q^+t2 with/* = (-1,1) and so k + I + 2 as 0 (24) which contradicts the first congruence. This rules out the case/* = (1, -1,1) . For the case/* = (1,1,-1) we compute/'(/i*). We have
Here/ = i/,f and since cA"V+2 -¡i'+2 = U% • ¡i2 we obtain
This last equality holds because we are in Af7(QP/+2). Our integrality condition imposes then This, however, is in contradiction with the congruence (4.5).
Corollary 4.6. Let f: QP"+l -» QPkn+k be a stable homotopy equivalence.
Then, up to multiplication by -I, either f* = (1,1,. .., 1) orf* = (-1,1,. ..,
1).
We now proceed to study/' when/* is of the form (-1,1,. .., 1). By (4.3) we have r'-*(x)[2r*(x) -l] e /2(«).
Moreover, by considering the equivalence/2: QB!^1 -* QP/f+f induced by /we have, by Proposition 4.1,1 -k = 0(Bn_x). We are now ready to prove This is a very weak statement which follows upon direct inspection of the formula for v2(Bn) and the inequality log2 « < n/2. Lemma 4.9. If2Tk(x) -1 E /2(«) íAe« T2k(x) £ /2(«).
Proof. For n = 1 the claim is obvious. Suppose that
We have, by induction, T2k(x) E I2(n -1) and by Lemma (4.8)
i.e. The last vertical arrow is the "standard" equivalence as long as we make sure that k « 0(B"_t).
We now restrict our attention to the space (QP' ') \ If k = 0(B,_X) then A:£ is 7-trivial and (QP'_I) has the same homotopy type as S4k V 24 QP'-1. It is our aim now to construct specific homotopy classes of retractions (QP<-l)k^S4k.
Let Gm denote the space of self-homotopy equivalences of Sm~x. Then Gm e.g. [14] , is a monoid under composition with classifying space BGm. This space classifies (m -l)-spherical fibrations.
The cofibration QP'-1 -U QP" -z* QP,"
gives rise to an exact sequence of groups:
We shall use the symbol If we assume that 2t > « so that QP," is a suspension then we get the cofibration 2«*-> Qij« -M* s4* -* (QPt")a. 
Proof. The cofibration
The map <p is obtained using the canonical equivalences (QP' l)B'-,ĩ 24S,_I (QP'"' V 5°). Since a + ß = 0, and so -9(a) = 0(ß), all rectangles are commutative and all spaces on the right are of the same homotopy type.
With this proposition we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 for « > 2. The same argument yields the homotopy equivalences needed for Theorem 1.1.
Let &S(X) denote the group of homotopy classes of stable self equivalences of the space A*. There is a natural representation &s(X)-^Aut(H*(X;Z)) where H*(X; Z) is considered to be an abelian group only.
For stunted complex projective spaces we have For stunted quaternionic projective spaces we have, similarly, Theorem 5.5. The image of e for X -QPk"+k is generated by -I and (-1,1,1,. .., 1) z/2¿ = 0(Bn) and by -I alone otherwise.
These theorems follow directly from the constructions of homotopy equivalences and the necessary conditions obtained via Ä-theory. Only (ii) or the dual statement (iii) of Theorem 1.1 needs a separate proof. We shall prove (ii). To this end we need only construct a self-equivalence of the form (1,-1,  1 ,..., 1). Consider the cofribration 2~1Cfl<"++i* -> S2k ^ CPkn+k. is homotopy commutative since 2tr2k+x(S2k) = 0. This yields the desired selfequivalence.
Remark. This, in principle, solves the classification problem of Thom spaces over stunted complex and quaternionic projective spaces using the results of [8] .
